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(54) Geolocation method and apparatus for satellite based telecommunications systems

(57) A method is provided for determining the

geolocation of a mobile terminal within a telecommuni-

cations satellite system. The system supports first and

second forward communications links from first and

second earth stations through first and second satellites

to a common mobile terminal. The method includes

receiving, at the mobile terminal, first and second for-

ward link communications signals from the first and sec-

ond earth stations and, based thereon, obtaining

synchronization differential data. The synchronization

differential data may include timing and frequency syn-

chronization data necessary to maintain synchroniza-

tion between the first and second communications at

2->

the mobile terminal. The mobile terminal transmits the

synchronization differential data to the first earth station

over the return link. The first earth station receives com-

munications signals from the mobile terminal and based

thereon calculates return link synchronization data. The

earth station further calculates at least first and second

geoposition lines, along which the mobile terminal is

positioned, based on the return link synchronization

data and the synchronization differential data received

from the mobile terminal. The first and second geoposi-

tion lines define a point of intersection at which the

mobile terminal is located.
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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

The present invention generally relates to a satellite s

based telecommunications system. More specifically

the invention relates to a method and apparatus for cal-

culating the geolocation of user terminals based on

information within the communications signal.

Today, satellite systems exist for supporting tele- 10

communications with, and/or providing geolocation

information to, user units. Satellite based telecommuni-

cations systems, such as Odyssey (as proposed by the

assignee of the present application), utilize a constella-

tion of satellites to relay communications signals 15

between user terminals and earth or base stations. The

user terminals are assigned to earth stations. The earth

stations direct calls to and from the assigned user termi-

nals. The user terminals and associated earth stations

communicate along preassigned communications 20

channels having a preassigned bandwidth (subband)

centered about a carrier frequency. Some communica-

tions systems may require that the location of a mobile

terminal communicating through the satellite constella-

tion be determined or verified for a number of reasons, 25

such as to efficiently allocate network resources, to

block or accept services based on mobile terminal loca-

tion, to route calls to special bureaus for emergency or

operator services, to effect billing dependent upon loca-

tion, to direct emergency services, to provide secondary 30

navigational services and the like Heretofore, the loca-

tion of mobile terminals may be determined by a satel-

lite based navigation system.

Satellite based navigation systems, such as the

global positioning satellite (GPS) system, include a con- 35

stellation of satellites which transmit navigation signals

to the user units. Each satellite emits a unique naviga-

tion signal along a preassigned navigation channel.

User units obtain navigation information from multiple

navigation signals and, based thereon, calculate the ter- 40

minal's position relative to the earth. One GPS tech-

nique is explained in an article entitled "GPS Signal

Structure and Performance Characteristics.* by J. J.

Spilker, Jr., Global Positioning System, which is incor-

porated by reference in its entirety. However, in GPS 45

systems, a navigation terminal requires the use of navi-

gation measurements from at least three satellites and

only affords one way communications. The GPS naviga-

tion terminals do not transmit signals to the satellites.

Alternatively, ranging systems have been sug- so

gested for tracking moving satellites from earth stations.

One example is the TDRS system which performs rang-

ing of moving satellites from a geostationary satellite.

The TDRS system relies on a single two-way ranging

link between a geosynchronous satellite and a low orbit- 55

ing satellite to track movement of the low orbiting satel-

lite. Alternative ranging systems use a single two-way

ranging link between an earth station and a satellite to

track movement of the satellite. However, these ranging

systems require ranging measurements to be made
over a long period of time in order to ensure high accu-

racy and resolve position ambiguity of the moving satel-

lite. Additionally, these ranging systems use only a
single tracking station or track a single satellite at arty

given time. Further, these ranging systems have not

been applied to position determination of mobile terres-

trial user terminals.

Further, the navigation, ranging and communica-

tions signals are transmitted over separate, mutually

exclusive channels specifically designated to carry cor-

responding signals. Consequently earth stations, satel-

lites and user terminals must be designed to support

separate communications and navigation channels,

thereby undesirably complicating the overall system.

Existing telecommunications systems have not been

able to merge communications and geolocation sig-

nals/data onto a single RF signal. Instead, conventional

systems rely on radio signals and associated transmit-

ters and receivers which are specifically designed and

applied for position determination.

As the popularity of cellular telecommunications

increases, more and more demands are being placed

upon the capacity of telecommunications satellite sys-

tems These demands effectively monopolize the avail-

able communications subbands. Satellite systems have

attempted to increase the overall capacity of the availa-

ble frequency subbands by utilizing a variety of user-

access or "spread spectrum-based" techniques to

increase the user-density within a given frequency sub-

band. These user-access techniques include frequency

division multiple access (FDMA coding), time division

multiple access (TDMA coding), and code division mul-

tiple access (CDMA coding). In addition, hybrid tech-

niques have been proposed using a combination of

TDMA, FDMA and CDMA codes. Depending upon the

coding technique, each user terminal when assigned to

a corresponding channel, is given a unique

TDMA/FDMA/CDMA code and/or transmission tim-

ing/frequency. The user terminals transmit and receive

all communications signals at the assigned carrier

channel, code and transmission timing/frequency.

As the coding techniques increase the user density,

acceptable tolerances decrease between adjacent user

channels before co-channel interference results. There-

fore, the above-mentioned coding techniques require

the communications link between a user terminal and

an earth station to be adjusted or tuned continually.

Such adjustments are necessary to ensure that the user

terminal continues to transmit within its assigned chan-

nel as the user terminal and/or coverage satellites move
relative to one another.

User terminals and earth stations transmit telecom-

munications signals as discrete packets or frames of

information. Several of the above-mentioned coding

techniques require that the communications link be
maintained "synchronous" between the earth station
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and the user terminal. A "synchronous" communica-

tions link requires that each frame of data be received

(at a user terminal or an earth station) at an instant in

time simultaneous with receipt of frames transmitted

from other terminals and/or earth stations. The frames

must also be received in the assigned subband cen-

tered about an assigned carrier frequency. Thus, syn-

chronization and subband alignment are determined

with respect to the receiver.

However, synchronization and subband alignment

are continuously effected 1) by variations in range

between the satellites and user terminals or earth sta-

tions (e.g., propagation delay) and 2) by changes in the

relative range velocity between the satellite and the user

terminals or earth stations (e.g., Doppler effect). Propa-

gation delay variation arises as user-units and/or cover-

age satellites move since the distance or range changes

between a user terminal and its associated earth sta-

tion. Consequently, the propagation time of a frame

between an earth station and user terminal changes. To

compensate for variations in the propagation time, the

transmitter (e.g., earth station or user terminal) retards

or advances the initiating time at which data frames are

transmitted- Thus, transmitters located near an

intended receiver retard the transmission initiating time,

while transmitters located far from the receiver advance

the transmission initiating time.

Doppler shift variation arises as satellites move rel-

ative to earth stations and user terminals since the

resultant carrier frequency perceived at a receiver

changes. For instance, when a satellite moves toward a

user unit, the perceived carrier frequency at the satellite

(and at the subsequent earth station) of a communica-

tions signal is greater than the actual carrier frequency

at which the user terminal transmitted the communica-

tions signal. Stated another way, the perceived carrier

frequency at the receiver is greater than it would other-

wise be if the satellite and transmitter remained at rest

with respect to one another. Similarly, when the satellite

moves away from the transmitter, the receiver perceives

a carrier frequency which is lower than the carrier fre-

quency which would be otherwise perceived if the satel-

lite were not moving relative to the transmitter. This

pnenomina is referred to as the "Doppler effect." Trans-

mitters (e.g., user terminals and earth stations) adjust

the carrier frequency, at which communications signals

are transmitted, to account for positive and negative

Doppler shifts. By adjusting the frequency and timing, a

transmitter ensures that communications signals trans-

mitted therefrom remain within the assigned channel

and arrive synchronous with signals from other trans-

mitters.

The timing and frequency may be controlled in sev-

eral manners. For instance, the earth station may trans-

mit timing and frequency update information to each

user terminal.

However, conventional telecommunication systems-

limit the use of the telecommunications channels to

transmission of telecommunications information. Con-

sequently, in conventional telecommunications systems

separate channels must be used to provide other func-

tions such as navigation and the like.

5 Further, existing systems are unduly slow in deter-

mining terminal location. It is preferred that location

determination be conducted quickly since telephone

calls are typically of short duration and since location

determination may be required during call setup, such

10 as for network routing purposes and the like. Minimizing

the location determination time also reduces the nega-

tive effects of terminal motion across the service of the

earth upon the ability to locate the terminal.

Moreover, systems which provide GPS-type navi-

is gation information require an unduly large number of

satellites. To calculate geolocation, GPS user terminals

require simultaneous line-of-sight navigation links with

multiple satellites. Consequently, the GPS system

necessitates a constell^tipn of satellites which ensure

20 that multiple satellites are simultaneously viewable at

each position covered by the system. This multi-satellite

coverage technique unduly increases the number of

satellites.

A need remains within the industry for an improved

25 geolocation method and apparatus for use with satellite

based telecommunications. It is an object of the present

invention fo meet this need.

30

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

It is an object of the present invention to provide

geolocation information and telecommunications data

over a single channel.

It is an object of the present invention to provide a
35 satellite based telecommunications system which cal-

culates the geographic position of a user terminal based

on related information passed along a bi-directional

communications link between the user terminal and an

earth station, via at least one satellite.

40 It is a further object of the present invention to pro-

i- vide a satellite based telecommunications system whigr)

determines user terminal location through the use of

only two satellites visible to the user terminal.

It is a corollary object of the present invention to uti-

45 lize common signal parameters to maintain synchroni-

zation of the communications return linK and to

calculate a range solution line to the user terminal.

It is a further corollary object of the present inven-

tion to utilize the frequency offset parameter to retain

so proper channel alignment and to calculate the doppler

solution line to the user terminal.

It is a further object of the present invention to com-

bine the range and doppler solutions obtained during

synchronization and channel alignment to calculate

55 geoposition.

It is yet another object of the present invention to

afford network control, such as call routing, based on

geolocation information obtained from RF communica-
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tions signals.

It is a further object of the present invention to

afford emergency location services based on geoloca-

tion information obtained from RF communications sig-

nals.

It is another object of the present invention to pro-

vide navigational and communications services to the

user terminals over a single channel.

It is yet another object of the present invention to

use a communications channel for the dual purpose of

calculating billing and call management information

between location areas and companies which require

different types of services based on their location.

These and other objects are achieved by a method

for determining the geolocation of a user terminal within

a telecommunications system having a constellation of

satellites which relay communications signals between

earth stations and user terminals over preasstgned

channels. The method achieves synchronization of the

telecommunications signals by calculating timing and

frequency update information for the user terminals.

The timing and frequency update information is also

used by the earth station to calculate the geoposition of

. the user terminal. To do so, the earth station calculates

a distance between the satellite and a user terminal

based on the corresponding propagation time therebe-

tween which is obtained from the timing information.

Once the satellite to user terminal distance is obtained,

a range solution line may be calculated therefrom. In

addition, the frequency update information is used to

calculate a Doppler solution line upon which the user

terminal is positioned. Thereafter, the range and Dop-

pler solution lines are combined to obtain points of inter-

section therebetween. These points of intersection

represent potential geolocations of the user terminal.

The earth station discriminates between these intersec-

tion points in one of several manners, such as the cov-

erage beam spot or geographic cell assigned to the

user terminal. Upon obtaining a single intersection

point, the longitude and latitude of this point or output is

the geolocation of the user terminal.

An alternative method is provided for determining

the geolocation of a mobile terminal within a telecom-

munications satellite system having a constellation of

satellites which relay communications signals between

earth stations and mobile terminals via intermediate

satellites. The satellite system supports first and second

forward communications links from first and second

earth stations through first and second satellites to a

common mobile terminal. The system further supports

at least one terminal communications link from the

mobile terminal through the first satellite to the first

earth station. The method includes transmitting first and

second communications signals over the first and sec-

ond forward links to the mobile terminal from the first

and second earth stations. The mobile terminal obtains

synchronization differentia) data based on the received

first and second communications signals. The synchro-

45

nization differential data may include timing and fre-

quency synchronization data necessary to maintain the

first and second communications signals synchronized

in time and frequency at the mobile terminal. The

5 mobile terminal transmits the synchronization differen-

tial data to the first earth station over the return link. The
first earth station receives communications signals from

the mobile terminal and based therfeori calculates return

link synchronization data. The earth station further Cai-

ro culates at least first and second geoposition lines, along

which the mobile terminal is positioned, based on the

return link synchronization data and the synchronization

differential data received from the mobile terminal.'

The first and second geoposition lines define a

15 point of intersection at which the mobile terminal is

located.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE SEVERAL VIEWS OF
THE DRAWING

20

Fig. 1 generally illustrates a perspective view of a

satellite system according to the present invention.

Fig. 2 generally illustrates a top plan view of a sat-

ellite and its associated coverage footprint

25 Fig. 3 generally illustrates a block diagram of an

earth station according to the preferred embodiment of

the present invention.

Fig. 4 generally illustrates a flow chart of the

processing sequence followed by an earth station

30 according to a preferred embodiment of the present

invention.

Fig. 5 generally illustrates a perspective view of an

alternative satellite system according to the present

invention.

35 Fig. 6 generally illustrates a block diagram of a sub-

section of the mobile terminal which calculates synchro-

nization differential data according to an alternative

embodiment of the present invention.

Fig. 7 illustrates a block diagram of a subsection of

40 an earth station which calculates geolocation informa-

tion according to an alternative embodiment of the

present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

Fig. 1 generally illustrates a satellite based tele-

communications system including a satellite 2 which

relays communications signals between an earth sta-

tion 4 and a user terminal 6. The earth station 4 trans-

so mits signals to the user terminal 6 through a forward link

including link sections 8 and 10. The user terminal 6

transmits communications signals to the earth station 4

via a return link including link sections 12 and 14. The

satellite 2 functions as a "bent pipe" and passes com-

55 munications received upon forward link section 8

onward to the user terminal 6 via link section 10. Simi-

larly, the satellite 2 relays without delay signals received

upon link section 12 to the earth station 4 upon return
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link section 14. The preferred embodiment may utilize a

closed loop system in which the earth station 2 trans-

mits corrective timing and frequency error information to

each corresponding user terminal to maintain a syn-

chronous communications link therebetween. While 5

Fig. 1 illustrates a single user terminal 6. it is under-

stood that the preferred embodiment is useful with mul-

tiple terminals, earth stations and satellites.

Fig. 2 illustrates a footprint 16 representing the cov-

erage area of satellite 2. The satellite 2 forms the foot- 10

print 16 from a plurality of overlapping beam coverage

spots 18. The footprint 16 moves across the surface of

the earth 24 as the satellite 2 travels in the direction indi-

cated by arrow 20. The satellite 2 may support commu-

nicates between the earth station 4 and user terminal 6 15

as long as they are located in the footprint 16.

The satellite based telecommunications system of

the preferred embodiment may utilize several manage-

ment techniques such as spread spectrum communica-

tions. By way of example only the system may use code 20

division multiple access (CDMA) coding. Other coding

techniques may be used so long as they enable multiple

user stations 6 to transmit continuously and upon mutu-

ally exclusive channels. Such channels may be in the

same frequency band, such as one of the frequency 25

subbands assigned to beam spot 22. As more user ter-

minals transmit within the same frequency subband, the

potential for interference increases. Interference is

avoided at the earth station by identifying a unique "sig-

nature" for each user terminal and its associated com- so

munications signal. Each user terminal is assigned a

unique signature (e.g., a unique CDMA code, TDMA
code, FDMA code) for transmission within the corre-

sponding frequency subband. By way of example only,

when CDMA coding is used, each signature represents 3$

a unique preassigned waveform or chip sequence,

wherein a chip may represent a portion of a binary bit

depending upon the number of user terminals assigned

to the subband. The user terminal combines its signa-

ture waveform with outgoing frames or packets of com- 40

munications and/or command data. The resultant

combined RF signal is transmitted at the preassigned

carrier frequency When CDMA coding is used, the

combination of the assigned carrier frequency and the

terminal's unique CDMA code define a "channel" 45

assigned to the particular user terminal.

Optionally, a variety of PN or CDMA codes may be

used. Other codes may be used so long as the code

retains a highly orthogonal characteristic. In other

words, it is desirable that the code be easily distinguish- so

able 1) from a replica of itself shifted in time and 2) from

other codes used within the same subband of the tele-

communications system.

Further explanation of multiple access coding tech-

niques, such as TDMA, FDMA and CDMA may be found ss

in the book entitled "Satellite Communications

Systems, " second edition, by G. Maral and M. Bous-

quet, published by John Wiley and Sons, Ltd., West

74 A2 8

Sussex, England, 1993, Chapters 4 and 5. Chapters 4

and 5 of the above-referenced book to Maral, et at. are

incorporated herein by reference in their entirety. CDMA
coding is also explained in detail in a book entitled

"Introduction to Communications Engineering, " second

edition, by Robert M. Gagliardi, published by Wiley-

Interscience Publications, N.Y., N.Y, at pages 538-553.

The pages 538-553 of the book by Gagliardi are also

incorporated by reference.

Fig. 3 illustrates, in block diagram form, a configura-

tion for the earth station 2 utilized when calculating

geolocation information. The earth station 2 includes a

tracker demodulator 30 which receives an RF signal on

line 32. The tracker demodulator 30 processes the

received RF signal based on stored reference signa-

tures for user terminals assigned to the earth station.

The tracker demodulator 30 outputs communications

data. When CDMA coding is used, the demodulator 30

may receive multiple incoming RF signals superim-

posed upon one another and substantially synchronized

in time with respect to a reference time. Such synchro-

nization ensures that the signature for each user termi-

nal's RF signal is aligned in time with one another. In

addition, all incoming RF signals must be centered

about the corresponding carrier frequency to minimize

co-channel interference.

While it is understood that the earth station proc-

esses multiple RF signals from multiple user terminals,

for purpose of simplification, a single RF signal from a

single user terminal is explained below in connection

with the geolocation process.

The earth station 2 includes timing and frequency

discriminators 34 and 36 which receive an RF signal.

The timing discriminator 34 compares the incoming RF

signal with a timing reference signal. The frequency dis-

criminator 36 compares the incoming RF signal with a

frequency reference signal. Based on these compari-

sons, the timing and frequency discriminators 34 and 36

output timing and frequency error correction data,

respectively, along lines 38 and 40. The timing and fre-

quency correction data are transmitted to the associ-

ated user terminal. The timing correction data may

instruct the user terminal to advance or retard the initiat-

ing time of each frame of communications data in order

to synchronize the starting point of such frames with

incoming frames of data from other user terminals in the

same subband and/or beam coverage spot.

As to frequency correction, the discriminator 36

directs, via the frequency correction data, the user ter-

minal to increase or decrease the transmission carrier

frequency in order to ensure that the perceived carrier

frequency at the earth station corresponds to the user

terminal's assigned carrier frequency. The perceived

frequency at the earth station does not necessarily

equal the transmitted frequency at the user terminal.

Instead, as noted above, relative motion between the

user terminal and satellite induce "Doppler" shifts into

the carrier frequency. The amount of Doppler shift is
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dependent upon the distance between the user terminal

and satellite. Also, the direction of the Doppter shift,

namely positive or negative, is dependent upon the

direction of travel of the satellite relative to the user ter-

minal.

By way of example, as a satellite moves toward a

user terminal, the perceived carrier frequency at the

earth station receiver is greater than the emitted carrier

frequency at the user terminal transmitter. Divergently,

as the satellite moves away from the user terminal, the

perceived carrier frequency at the earth station receiver

is lower than the carrier frequency emitted at the trans-

mitter. The frequency correction data transmitted to the

user terminal enables the user terminal to adjust its

transmitter carrier frequency to ensure that the received

carrier frequency corresponds to the assigned carrier

frequency for the channel to which the user terminal has

been assigned to maintain its communications link with

the earth station.

Fig. 2 illustrates a plurality of Doppler solution lines

(generally denoted by bracket 29). Each Doppler solu-

tion line is associated with a specific Doppler shift value.

Consequently, a user terminal located anywhere along

a single one of Doppler solution lines 29 will experience

the same Doppler shift Thus, an earth station receiver

will perceive the same shift in carrier frequency from a

user terminal located anywhere along a single Doppler

solution line.

Fig. 2 also illustrates a plurality of range solution

lines (generally denoted by dashed lines 51). Each

range solution line is associated with a constant dis-

tance between the satellite and user terminal. Each

range solution line corresponds to a unique round trip

propagation time delay between the earth station, satel-

lite and user terminal. The round trip propagation time

equals the time required for an RF signal to travel along

forward link sections 8 and 10 to the user terminal and

back along the return link sections 12 and 14 to the

earth station.

Returning to Fig. 3, the timing and frequency cor-

rection data are also supplied to range and doppler line

solution modules 42 and 44. The range and doppler line

solution modules 42 and 44 calculate the range line 26

and doppler solution line 28 (Fig. 1).

The range solution module 42 calculates a range

solution line 26 based on the earth station to user termi-

nal range which is calculated based on the round trip

propagation time required for a communications signal

to travel along the forward links 8 and 10 (Fig. 1) and

return along the return links 12 and 14. Once the round

trip propagation time is calculated by the discriminator

34, the range between the satellite and user terminal

may be calculated since the range between the satellite

and earth station is already known. Once the range

between the satellite and user terminal is calculated, a

range solution line 26 may be drawn (as shown in Fig. 1)

with the satellite 2 at its center and with a radius equal-

ling the distance between the satellite and user termi-

nal. The Doppler solution line module 44 may calculate

the Doppler shift line 28 based on the frequency shift

between the transmitted carrier frequency at the user

terminal and the received carrier frequency at the earth

5 station. Optionally, the transmitted carrier frequency

may be calculated from stored past Doppter shift infor-

mation concerning the user terminal which is updated

repeatedly with the frequency error data determined in

discriminator 34. Once the frequency shift is calculated,

io a corresponding Doppler solution line may be obtained,

such as from a look-up table or through empirical tech-

niques.

Once the range solution line and Doppler solution

line are calculated in modules 42 and 44, these line

is solutions are passed to the geolocation module 46. The

module 46 thereafter calculates the intersections of

these lines as longitudes and latitudes. For instance, the

solution line may represent an equation defining a cir-

cle, centered at the satellite, on which the user terminal

20 must fall. Similarly, the Doppler solution line may repre-

sent an equation defining an arc centered on the axis of

the satellites direction of movement. The lines include

two points of intersection at points 52 and 54. The cor-

rect, point of intersection may be determined based

25 upon the carrier frequency of the beam spot covering

the user terminal. As explained above, each beam spot

utilizes one or more unique subband carrier frequen-

cies. Consequently, the beam spot surrounding point 52

utilizes a carrier frequency which differs from the beam
30 spots surrounding point 54. Based thereon, point 54

may be discarded and point 52 identified as the geolo-

cation of the user terminal.

Fig. 4 illustrates the processing sequence carried

out by the preferred embodiment of the present irrven-

35 tion to calculate the user terminal's geolocation. Once a

communications signal is received (step 200), auto cor-

relation is performed (step 210). The received RF signal

may include a synchronization field which contains a

synchronization signal that is correlated with a refer-

40 ence sync signal (e.g.. reference signature code) to cal-

culate the timing shift within the received RF signal from

its desired start time. A timing error offset is obtained

from this correlation process (step 210). At step 21 2, the

timing offset is combined with the prior known propaga-

45 tion time between the earth station and user terminal to

obtain an updated overall round trip propagation time.

Next, at step 214, the propagation time between the

earth station and satellite is subtracted from the

updated overall round trip propagation time in order to

so obtain the propagation time between the satellite and

user terminal. Once the satellite to user terminal round

trip time is obtained, the distance or range therebe-

tween may similarly be obtained. At step 216, a range

solution line (such as line 26 in Figs. 1 and 2) is calcu-

55 lated based on the satellite's current position and the

distance between the satellite and user terminal. As

noted above, the current satellite position and the satel-

lite to user terminal distance serve as a center and
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radius, respectively, of a range solution line. modified to utilize a variety of conventional synchroniza-

At step 218 the carrier frequency of the received tlon routines for analyzing the incoming signal. The dis-

communications signal is obtained. At step 220. a fre- criminator 34 may utilize auto correlation through any of

quencyenor offset is calculated based on a comparison several known techniques, such as the Tau-Dither

of the received carrier frequency and a reference carrier s method, Early-Late method, the Dot Product method

frequency. As explained above, the received and refer- and Iike-

ence carrier frequencies will vary as the distance and Fig. 5 illustrates an alternative embodiment in

relative velocity between the satellite and user terminal which two earth stations and two satellites may be used

change. Turning to step 222, a Doppler shift is next in cooperation to calculate the geolocation of a single

obtained based on the frequency offset calculated in 10 user terminal. By utilizing two satellites to calculate

step 220. Thereafter, a Doppler solution line (such as geolocation, the alternative embodiment of Fig. 5

line 28 in Figs. 1 and 2) is obtained based on the Dop- affords greater accuracy in certain situations over the

pier shift in the received signal. When calculating the accuracy afforded by the first embodiment illustrated in

Doppler solution line, the earth station also considers Figs. 1 -4 which utilizes a single satellite for geolocation.

the satellite's current position, direction of movement is One exemplary situation in which the alternative

(as indicated by arrow 20 in Fig. 2) and velocity relative embodiment affords greater geolocation accuracy

to the user terminal. arises due to the fact that the field of view or footprint of

At step 226, the Doppler and range solution lines a telecommunications satellite may cover a large por-

are simultaneously solved to obtain points of irrtersec- tion of the earth. As explained above, the footprint is

tion (such as points 52 and 54 in Fig. 2). The points of 20 formed from a plurality of smaller overlapping beam

intersection represent potential geolocations of the user coverage spots. However, each beam coverage spot

terminal. At step 228, the earth station identifies the may be several hundred kilometers in diameter. Thus,

point of intersection (between points 52 and 54) corre- while knowledge of the satellite beam serving a terminal

sponding to the user terminal. This identification may be may provide a means for determining the geographical

carried out in a variety of manners. For instance, when 25 area in which a terminal is located, the beam area may

points 52 and 54 lie within different coverage beam be quite large and include both possible locations deter-

spots. the earth station may distinguish therebetween mined according to the method of Fig. 4.

by determining which point of intersection lies within the The system of the alternative embodiment illus-

coverage beam spot covering the user terminal. trated in Fig. 5 relies upon several characteristics of the

Alternatively, the earth station may identify the point 30 satellite system. First, the system of the alternative

of intersection corresponding to the user terminal based embodiment presumes at least two satellites in the sys-

on the user terminal's current assigned geographic cell. tern constellation are transmitting signals within the

Geographic cells represent fixed predefined regions region in which the user terminal is operating. Next, the

upon the earth which differ from coverage beam spots. system of the alternative embodiment presumes that

Optionally, each user terminal may be assigned to a 35 either (1) each satellite in the constellation is synchro-

particular geographic cell. In such case, the earth sta- nized in time and frequency to a "system clock" or,

tion would distinguish between intersection points 52 optionally, (2) the time and frequency of each satellite is

and 54 based upon the geographic cell assigned to the known with respect to a system clock. Based on this

user terminal. As a further option, discrimination knowledge of the time and frequency of each satellite,

between points 52 and 54 may be effected by a process 40 offsets may be determined between each satellite's time

of elimination. Once the desired point of intersection is and frequency and the system clock's time and fre-

identified, it is output as the user terminal's geolocation quency. In addition, the system of the alternative

at step 230. This geolocation output may include a Ion- embodiment presumes that each user terminal trans-

gitude and latitude identifying the user terminal's loca- mits "in-band signaling" along a return link through at

tion. 45 least one satellite to at least one earth station. The

The above identified geolocation information may return link in-band signaling data is generated in the

be used for a variety of purposes. For instance, the user terminal and is coherently derived from communi-

geolocation may provide network control information cations signals received by the user terminal from two

necessary for call routing. The geolocation information earth stations, as relayed through two satellites, along

may also be used to provide emergency location serv- so two forward links.

ices, such as during 91 1 calls, to identify the position of Fig. 5 illustrates first and second satellites 102 and

the user terminal. Further, the geolocation information 108 which relay communications signals between a

may be used to provide navigation services, billing and user terminal 104 and first and second earth stations

call management and the like, such as between coun- 100 and 106. As discussed in connection with the pre-

tries and companies providing and requiring different ss ferred embodiment, the first earth station 100 maintains

services as a function of the user terminal's location, a bidirectional communications link via forward uplink

including service restrictions. 114 and downlink 116 and via return uplink 118 and

Optionally, the code timing discriminator 34 may be downlink 120. Satellite 102 relays communications sig-
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nals between earth station 100 and user terminal 104

so long as both are within the footprint formed by satel-

lite 102. While the complete footprint of satellite 102 is

not illustrated in Fig. 5, a single beam coverage spot

1 10 from the footprint of satellite 102 is illustrated.

The second satellite 108 similarly forms a footprint

(not shown in its entirety) having a beam coverage spot

1 12 therein covering the user terminal 104. The second

satellite 108 supports at least a forward communica-

tions link between the second earth station 106 and

user terminal 104. This forward communications link

includes forward uplink 122 and downlink 124. The user

terminal 104 may include at least two receivers for

receiving incoming communications signals along for-

ward downlinks 116 and 124. The user terminal 104

may include a single transmitter for transmitting commu-
nications signals along a single return link (uplink 118

and downlink 120). Optionally, the user terminal 104

may include multiple transmitters, such as to enable the

user terminal 104 to transmit communications signals to

the second earth station 106 via the second satellite

108.

The first satellite 102 is located a range R
1
from the

user terminal 104 and is traveling at a velocity, relative

to the user terminal 104, referred to as the "first range

rate R^." The second satellite 108 is located a range R2
from the user terminal 104 and travels at a velocity, rel-

ative to the user terminal 1 04, referred to as the "second

range rate R2\"

Ftg. 6 illustrates a subsection 138 of a user terminal

used to calculate timing and frequency differentials

between incoming signals from first and second earth

stations 100 and 106. The differential calculation sub-

section 138 includes discriminators 140-143, a differen-

tial range module 158 and a differential range rate

(Doppler) module 160. The discriminators 140-143

receive incoming signals along lines 148-153. The first

timing discriminator 140 receives on line 148 the com-

munications signal detected by a first receiver (not

shown) from satellite 102 and earth station 100. The
incoming communications signal received on line 148 is

denoted by a timing signal symbol ES1 . Similarly, a sec-

ond timing discriminator 141 receives on fine 149 a

communications signal detected by a second receiver

(not shown) from satellite 108 and earth station 106.

The incoming communications signal received on line

1 50 is denoted by timing symbol ES2. The first and sec-

ond timing discriminators 140 and 141 receive a com-
mon timing reference signal generated by a timing

reference clock (not shown) on line 149 as timing refer-

ence signal TREF The first timing discriminator 140 out-

puts a timing difference AT
1 upon line 154. The timing

difference AT-, corresponds to the difference between

the timing of the signals received upon lines 148 and

149. The second timing discriminator 141 outputs a

second timing difference AT2 upon line 154. The second
timing difference AT2 corresponds to the difference

between the timing of the signals received upon lines

149 and 150. The timing difference signals AT
1
and AT2

are supplied upon lines 154 and 155 to the differential

range module 158 which calculates a timing differential

AT
1

- AT2 . The timing differential A^ - AT2 is multiplied

5 by the speed of light c and converted to a range differ-

ential AR which corresponds to the difference in range

(i.e., R
1

- R2) between the user terminal 1 04 and the first

and second satellites 102 and 108.

The first frequency discriminator 142 receives the

10 first communications signal ES1 detected by the

receiver from satellite 102 and earth station 100 along

line 151. The first frequency discriminator 142 also

receives a frequency reference signal FREF upon line

152. The first frequency discriminator 142 outputs a fre-

is quency difference AF-, upon line 156 which represents

the difference between the detected carrier frequency of

the first communications signal ES1 and the reference

frequency FREp The second frequency discriminator

143 receives the second communications signal ES2
20 upon line 153. The second communications signal ES2,

as detected by the second receiver, is relayed by the

satellite 1 08 from the earth station 106 to the mobile ter-

minal 104. The second frequency discriminator 143 out-

puts a frequency difference AF2 upon line 157 which

2$ corresponds to a difference between the detected car-

rier frequency of the second communications signal

ES2 and the reference frequency FREF The frequency

differences AF 1 and AF2 are supplied to the differentia)

range rate module 160 which calculates a differential

30 range rate AR' equaling the frequency difference AF1
-

AF2 divided by a nominal frequency FNOm times the

speed of light c. The differential range rate AR' is output

upon line 163.

The nominal frequency FN0M corresponds to the

35 known carrier frequency utilized by the first satellite 102

for the forward downlink 116. The differential range AR
and range rate AR' upon lines 1 62 and 1 63 are transmit-

ted by the user terminal 104 as message signals within

in-band signaling via return uplink 1 1 8 and return down-

40 link 120 through satellite 1 02 to the earth station 1 00.

The differential calculation subsection 138 periodi-

cally monitors the timing and frequency differentials

between the incoming communications signals received

upon forward downlinks 116 and 124 and returns corre-

45 sponding differential range and range rate information

to the earth station 100.

Optionally, the first and second communications

signals received upon forward downlinks 116 and 124

may be configured into data packets that include a
so broadcast synchronization field. The discriminators

140-143 may utilize the information within the synchro-

nization field of incoming packets of the first and second

communications signals ES1 and ES2 to calculate the

timing and frequency differences AT1( AT2 , AF-i and
55 AF2 .

Turning to Fig. 7, a block diagram is illustrated of a

subsection of the earth station utilized in connection

with the alternative embodiment of the present inven-
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tion. The subsection illustrated in Fig. 7 operates in a

manner similar to the subsection illustrated in Fig. 3,

and thus the modules common to Figs. 3 and 7 are not

explained hereafter in detail.

A return communications signal is received by the s

earth station 100 at line 164 from the return downlink

120 (Fig. 5). The communications signal is passed

through a tracker demodulator 165 and output as a

communications data stream upon line 172. The com-

munications signal is also supplied to timing and fre- 10

quency discriminators 166 and 167 which compare

same with timing and frequency reference signals.

Based upon the comparisons within discriminators 166

and 167, timing and frequency error offsets are output

upon lines 1 74 and 1 76 to SAT1 range calculation mod- is

ule 180 and SAT2 range rate calculation module 182.

The SAT1 range module 180 calculates the range Ri

between the first satellite 1 02 and user terminal 104 in a

manner similar to that of the first embodiment (see Fig.

4, steps 210-214). The SAT1 range rate calculation 20

module 1 82 calculates the range rate (relative veloc-

ity) between the first satellite 102 and user terminal 104

in a manner similar to that utilized in connection with the

first embodiment (Rg. 4, steps 218-222). It is to be

understood that the description within the first embodi- 25

ment of the "Doppler shift" relates to the use of the

"range rates" in connection with the alternative embodi-

ment of Fig. 5. Range rate corresponds to relative veloc-

ity, from which a Doppler shift may be calculated in a

known manner. 30

The incoming communications signal received

upon line 164 is also applied to differential range and

range rate detectors 168 and 1 70. The differential range

detector 168 obtains the range differential AR returned

by the mobile terminal 104 within the in-band signaling 35

channel. The differential range rate detector 1 70 obtains

the range rate differential AR' output from the mobile ter-

minal 104 within the in-band signaling channel. The

range differential AR is summed at summer 1 84 with the

range for the first satellite 102. The differential range 40

rate AR' is combined in summer 186 with the range rate

Rt* corresponding to the first satellite 102. Summer 184

outputs a second range R2 corresponding to the sum of

the differential range AR and the first range R
1

. Summer

186 outputs a second range rate R2 which corresponds 45

to the sum of differential range rate AR' and first range

rate R^.

The geoiocation module 188 receives a plurality of

inputs in order to calculate the geoiocation (e.g., longi-

tude and latitude) of the mobile terminal 1 04. The geolo- so

cation module 188 receives first and second ranges R
1

and R2 corresponding to the distances of the first and

second satellites 102 and 108 from the mobile terminal

104 (Fig. 5). The geoiocation module 188 further

receives the first and second range rates RV and R2\ ss

The first range rate R^ corresponds to the relative

velocity at which the first satellite 102 moves relative to

the mobile terminal 104. The second range rate RV cor-

16

responds to the relative velocity at which the second

satellite 108 moves with respect to the mobile terminal

104. As explained below, when the mobile terminal 104

is in motion, the range rates R^ and R2 do not corre-

spond to the actual velocity of the first and second sat-

ellites 102 and 108. Instead, when the mobile terminal

104 is in motion, the range rates R-f and R2 correspond

to the relative motion between the mobile terminal 104

and satellites 102 and 108.

The geoiocation module 188 includes calculation

modules 188a-188d for calculating range line solutions

and range rate line solution (e.g., Doppler line solutions)

based on the ranges and range rates R
t ,
R2 ,

R^ and

R2\ Specifically, the range calculation module 188a may

calculate, based on the first range R 1 , the first range line

solution (line 126 in Fig. 5). The range calculation mod-

ule 188b may calculate, based on the first range rate

R^, the first range rate line solution (line 128 in Fig. 5).

The range calculation module 188c may calculate,

based on the second range R2 , the second range line

solution (line 130 in Fig. 5). The range calculation mod-

ule 188d may calculate, based on the second range rate

R2\ the second range rate line solution (line 132 in Fig.

5). The geoiocation module 188 may utilize any two or

more of the calculation modules 188a-188d to calculate

two or more solution lines (126, 128. 130 and 132) and

obtain points of intersection therebetween which corre-

spond to potential geolocations of the mobile terminal

104. When two range calculation modules are utilized

that have two points of intersection therebetween, addi-

tional information may be used by the geoiocation mod-

ule 188 to improve the accuracy of the location

determination.

For instance, the geoiocation module 188 may

receive position and velocity information for the first and

second satellites (module 190), mobile terminal altitude

based on current latitude and longitude (module 192),

oscillator frequency for the first and second satellites

(module 194) and beam patterns for the first and sec-

ond satellites (module 196). The geoiocation module

188 may utilize information Irom one or more of mod-

ules 190, 192, 194 and 196 to reduce inaccuracies

within the geoiocation calculated by range calculation

modules 188a-188d.

Optionally, the geoiocation module 188 may calcu-

late user terminal location based on three of the range

and range rate values R 1( R2 , RV and R2\ The fourth

range or range rate value may also be utilized to further

reduce error within the geoiocation.

As a further option, the geoiocation module 188

may calculate the location of the user terminal 104

based on the first and second range values R
1
and R2 ,

and not based upon the first and second range rates R^

and R2 , since the range values Ri and R2 are insensi-

tive to user motion. When range rates FV and R2 are

utilized and the user terminal 104 is in motion, an addi-

tional error is introduced into the calculation. This addi-

tional error results from the fact that the range rates

EP0845 874A2
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and R2 are generated based on frequency differentials

between detected frequencies (at the earth station and

at the user terminal) and reference frequencies. The

system presumes that the frequency differential arises

from motion of the satellite. However, when the user ter-

minal is in motion, the frequency differentials between

detected and reference frequencies are due in part to

satellite motion and in part to motion of the user termi-

nal. However, when range rate solution lines are calcu-

lated, they are based on the assumption that the first

and second range rates H{ and R2* result solely from

satellite movement. Thus, range solution lines include

an inherent error unless motion of the user terminal 1 04

is compensated.

The range values R-| and R2 do not vary with user

motion and thus do not introduce similar error into the

first and second range lines 1 26 and 1 30 even when the

user terminal 104 is in motion. When location is deter-

mined based on the first and second range line solu-

tions 126 and 130, two points of intersection will exist

One of these two points may be chosen by the geoloca-

tion module 188 based on additional information pro-

vided thereto by modules 190-196. For instance, one of

the two points of intersection between the first and sec-

ond range lines 126 and 130 may be within a beam spot

covering the user terminal 104 while the other point of

intersection is not within a beam spot covering the user

terminal 104. Consequently, the beam pattern informa-

tion provided by module 196 may be utilized by the

geolocation module 188 to discriminate between the

two points of intersection.

As yet a further alternative embodiment, the geolo-

cation module 188 may utilize one or both of the range

rates R-f and R2 in combination with position and veloc-

ity information provided by the module 190 to correct for

user terminal motion.

Optionally, the geolocation module 188 may choose

which of the range calculation modules 188a-188d to

use based on Knowledge of movement of the user ter-

minal 104. For instance, if user terminal 104 is known to

be at rest, the geolocation module 188 may utilize three

or more of the range calculation modules 188a-188d.

gHowever, if the geolocation module 188 determines

that the user terminal 104 is in motion, and in particular,

motion at a high velocity, the geolocation module 188

may simply use the range line calculation modules 188a

and 188c, along with the beam pattern information from

module 196.

Optionally, for user terminals in motion, once the

geolocation module determines the geoposttion (based

on first and second range values R-j and R2 and the

beam pattern information), the geolocation module 188

may further calculate the speed and direction of travel of

the user terminal.

Optionally, as noted above, the first and second

earth stations 100 and 106 operate in a timing and fre-

quency synchronized manner with respect to one

another or with known timing and frequency offsets with

respect to one another. When the timing between the

first and second earth stations 100 and 106 is synchro-

nized, the internal timing clocks of the first and second

earth stations 100 and 106 are synchronous with the

5 system clock. Similarly, when the frequency between

the first and second earth stations 100 and 106 is syn-

chronized, the oscillators of the frequency generators

within the first and second earth stations 100 and 106

are synchronized with the system oscillator. Thus, the

10 first and second earth stations 100 and 106 transmit

communications signals to the user terminal 104 based

on a synchronized reference time and frequency.

The actual instant in time at which the earth sta-

tions transmit communications signals is adjusted indi-

15 vidually in each earth station to ensure that both

communications signals are received at the same

instant in time by the user terminal 104. Similarly, the

carrier frequencies at which communications signals

are transmitted from the first and second earth stations

20 1 00 and 1 06 are adjusted individually in each earth sta-

tion to ensure that both communications signals are

received over links 116 and 124 at the user terminal 104

at the same frequency.

While the explanation of the embodiment of Fig. 5

25 references synchronized timing and frequency between

the first and second earth stations 100 and 106, as

noted above, the present invention is not so limited and

may be implemented with different timings and frequen-

cies at the first and second earth stations. In this atter-

30 native embodiment, the earth station 100 may retain a

record of the frequency and timing of the second earth

station 106 and use a corresponding correction factor in

modules 188a-188d to account for any timing and fre-

quency offsets between the first and second earth sta-

35 tions100and 106.

In addition, the first earth station 100 may retain a

record of a position of the first and second satellites 102

and 108 and the second earth station 106. The first

earth station 100 similarly may retain a record of the fre-

40 quency conversion performed by satellites 1 02 and 1 08.

Satellites 102 and 108 convert the carrier frequency of

the forward uplinks 114 and 122 from K-band frequen-

cies to S-band frequencies within the down links 116

and 124. This conversion between carrier frequencies

45 within the uplinks and downlinks is based on the fre-

quency of the oscillator utilized in the converter within

each of satellites 102 and 108. Earth station 100 may

retain a record of the oscillator frequencies used within

the satellites, thereby enabling the earth station 100 to

so track the frequency conversions performed by the satel-

lites.

The alternative embodiment of Figs. 5-7 ova-comes

one potential disadvantage which may be experienced

in limited circumstances by the first embodiment of Figs.

55 1 -4. The system of the first embodiment calculates two

potential locations which are located symmetrically

across the projection of the satellite velocity vector on

the surface of the earth. The system of the alterative
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embodiment provides additional measurements from

the second satellite to resolve ambiguity between these

two potential locations for the user terminal. In addition,

the system of the first embodiment may experience a

decrease in location accuracy when the user terminal is

located at a point at which the range solution line and

range rate or Doppler solution line become nearly paral-

lel to one another. In this situation, the additional or

alternative measurements conducted in the embodi-

ment of Figs. 5-7 substantially increase location accu-

racy. Further, in the system of Figs. 1-4, unknown

terminal motion may induce a Doppler component

which is not readily distinguishable from relative satellite

motion. This additional Doppler component may

degrade location accuracy. The system of the alterative

embodiment affords an additional range measurement

which is insensitive to this potential Doppler component

introduced by movement of the terminal. Hence, posi-

tion determination within the alternative embodiment is

unaffected by terminal motion.

Alternatively, the preferred embodiments may be

modified to utilize a communications link based on

FDMA or TDMA coding or a hybrid coding technique,

such as the combination of FDMA, TDMA, and CDMA
codes. The code may utilize one or more of these cod-

ing techniques, so long as each communications signal

received at the earth station includes a unique signa-

ture, such as an orthogonal code.

In the preferred embodiments, the synchronization

data may be obtained by comparing reference signals

with sync signals stored in a sync field of each frame of

the signal. Optionally, the sync signal may be superim-

posed upon the data in the data field.

The two unknowns in terminal location, longitude

and latitude, may be determined from any two of the

four curves derived from the two pairs of range and

range rate measurements. The redundant measure-

ments are useful to improve the accuracy and resolve

ambiguity of the location estimates which can be

obtained using only two curves.

In systems which use a return link which is synchro-

nous to the forward link, such as systems orthogonal

CDMA, the location determination procedure may be

implemented with no modification to the communication

satellites or signals. More specifically, the signals from

which range and range rate measurements are made

are the same signals used for communication in the for-

ward and return links to the terminal- The coherent and

time synchronous return signal which is used for range

and range rate measurements is generated by the user

terminal 104 in normal operations to maintain CDMA.

The capability of the user terminal 104 to differenti-

ate timing and frequency between the first and second

satellites 102 and 108 is used for normal operations to

assure synchronization of the current return link signal

with a future return link signal when communications

are handed off between satellites.

In some system configurations, it may not be possi-

ble to make the two pairs of range and range rate meas-

urements. The inventive concept can still be applied

with less than four measurements, but there may be

some degradation in accuracy and, for some satellite

5 geometries, resolution of ambiguous pairs of potential

terminal locations may be limited. For example, some

systems may not require return link coherency, such as

systems using TDMA or asynchronous CDMA. In these

systems, only range measurements will be available,

10 one from the first satellite 1 02 and one from the second

satellite 108. These two range measurements are still

sufficient to define two potential locations of the user

terminal 104 on the surface of the earth.

Another example of where less than four measure-

rs merrts may be available is when the satellite constella-

tion does not provide two satellites in view of all

terminals 100% of the time. When less than complete

double coverage exists range and range rate will occa-

sionally be available from only a single satellite Again,

20 these two measurements define two potential locations

on the surface of the earth. If the call is of sufficient

duration, accuracy can be increased by repeating the

single satellite measurement at a later time at which

point the subsequent motion of the satellites will have

25 changed the orientation of the range and range rate

curves on the surface of the earth.

While particular elements, embodiments and appli-

cations of the present invention have been shown and

described, it will be understood, of course, that the

30 invention is not limited thereto since modifications may

be made by those skilled in the art, particularly in light of

the foregoing teachings. It is, therefore, contemplated

by the appended claims to cover such modifications as

incorporate those features which come within the spirit

35 and scope of the invention.

Claims

1 . A method for determining a geolocation of a mobile

40 terminal in a satellite based telecommunications

system which supports first and second forward

communications links from first and second earth

stations through first and second satellites to a

common mobile terminal and which supports at

45 least one return communications link from the

mobile terminal through the first satellite to the first

earth station, said method comprising the steps of:

transmitting first and second communications

so signals over the first and second forward com-

munications links to the mobile terminal from

the first and second earth stations through the

first and second satellites, respectively;

obtaining, at the mobile terminal, synchroniza-

55 tion differential data based on the first and sec-

ond communications signals received by the

mobile terminal, said synchronization differen-

tial data correspondng to a difference in syn-
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chronization between the first and second

communications signals received by the mobile

terminal;

transmitting, from the mobile terminal, the syn-

chronization differential data to the first earth s

station over the first return link;

determining, at the first earth station, return link

synchronization data for the mobile terminal

necessary to maintain incoming telecommuni-

cations signals received over the return fink 10

synchronized with the earth station;

calculating, at the first earth station, at least

first and second geoposition lines, along which

the mobile terminal is positioned, based on the

return link synchronization data and the 15

received synchronization differential data;

determining a geographic point of intersection

of the at least first and second geoposition

lines; and

outputing the geographic point of intersection 20

as a geolocation of the mobile terminal.

A method according to claim 1 , wherein the obtain-

ing step further comprises calculating, at the mobile

terminal, a differential timing between timings of the 25

first and second communications signals received

by the mobile terminal.

A method according to claim 1 , wherein the obtain-

ing step further comprises calculating, at the mobile 30

terminal, a differential frequency between frequen-

cies of the first and second communications signals

received by the mobile terminal.

A method according to claim 1 , wherein the obtain- 35

ing step further comprises:

generating a reference timing at the mobile ter-

minal;

calculating a first timing difference between the 40

reference timing and the timing of the first com-

munications signal received from the first earth

station; and

calculating a second timing differential

between the reference time and the timing of 45

the second communications signal received

from the second earth station; and

calculating a differential timing between the

first and second timing differences, said differ-

ential timing being included within the synchro- so

nization differential data relating to said

differential timing.

A method according to claim 1 . wherein the obtain-

ing step further comprises the steps of: 55

generating a reference frequency;

calculating a first frequency difference between

the reference frequency and a frequency of the

first communications signal received from the

first earth station;

calculating a second frequency difference

between the reference frequency and the fre-

quency of the second communications signal

received from the second earth station; and

calculating a differential frequency between the

first and second frequency differences, the

synchronization differential data transmitted

from the mobile terminal to the first earth sta-

tion relating to said differential frequency.

6. A method according to claim 1 , wherein the step of

determining a geographic poing of intersection

includes the steps of:

obtaining from the synchronization differential

data a differential range and differential range

rate, the differential range corresponding to a
difference in the ranges from the mobile termi-

nal to the first and second satellites, the differ-

ential range rate, corresponding to a difference

in range rates of the first and second satellites

relative to the mobile terminal; and

calculating at least first and second geoposition

lines based on the return link synchronization

data, the differential range and differential

range rate.

7. A method according to claim 1 , wherein said com-
munications signal includes a CDMA code identify-

ing the transmitting user terminal.

8. A method according to claim 1 , wherein said com-
munications signal includes an orthogonal code

uniquely identifying the transmitting user terminal.

9. A method according to claim 1 , wherein said step of

determining return link synchronization data

includes determining a timing offset between a ref-

erence timing and a received timing of the incoming

communications signal, said return link synchroni-

zation data including said timing offset.

1 0. A method according to claim 1 , wherein said step of

determining return link synchronization data further

comprises determining a frequency offset between

a reference frequency and a received frequency of

the incoming communications signal, said return

link synchronization data including said frequency

offset.

1 1 . A method according to claim 1 , wherein said step of

calculating said first and second geoposition lines

includes calculating a range solution line based on

said return link synchronization data and synchroni-

zation differential data, said range solution line con-
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stituting said first geoposition line.

1 2. A method according to claim 1 , wherein said step of

calculating said first and second geoposition lines

further comprises the step of calculating a Doppler s

solution line based on said return link synchroniza-

tion data and synchronization differential data, said

Doppler solution line constituting said second geop-

osition line.

10

13. A method according to claim 1, further comprising

the step of utilizing a beam spot covering the mobile

terminal to calculate said points of intersection.

14. A method according to claim 1, further comprising is

the step of utilizing a predefined geographic ceil, to

which the mobile terminal is assigned to calculate

said points of intersection.

1 5. A method according to claim 1 , wherein said step of 20

determining return link synchronization data further

comprises the step of performing auto correlation

upon said incoming communications signal and a

reference timing signal to obtain a timing offset

therebetween, said calculating step utilizing said 25

timing offset to calculate said first geoposition line.
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I
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214-

I
SUBTRACT EARTH STATION TO SATELLITE ROUND
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MOBILE TERMINAL ROUND TRIP PROPAGATION TIME
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CALCULATE RANGE SOLUTION LINE BASED ON
CURRENT SATELLITE POSITION AND DISTANCE
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I
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i
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I
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